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Background 
 
1. The A52 bypass for Bottesford was completed in February 1989. The new road ran the 
entire width of Leicestershire at this point; from the Nottinghamshire boundary in the West, to 
Lincolnshire in the East; splitting the parish; placing Muston on the southern side, with Bottesford, 
Easthorpe and Normanton to the north. There were 3 road traffic accidents within the first 24 hours, 
setting the pattern for the subsequent decades.  
 
2. This stretch of road is approximately 3Miles/5Km with only 2 deviation from a straight line, 
each being approximately 20 degrees. This makes it a relatively 'fast' stretch of road compared to 
the twists and turns it undergoes in either neighbouring county. Department for Transport data 
shows an estimated 18,000+ vehicle movements daily along the A52, an overall increase of some 
10% in the past 20 years.1 
 
3. Since the planning of the bypass in the mid-1980s, the parish population has approximately 
doubled, primarily by expansion of Bottesford. Traffic data from the Parish Council VAS taken 
since October 2021, monitoring Nottingham Road, Belvoir Road and Grantham Road, 
indicates some 2,500+ daily vehicle movements for each of these junctions with the A52. 
 
4. These numbers indicate there are 3 major junctions (1, 4, 7 below) all being direct points of 
entry/exit to Bottesford, with a history of both minor incidents and fatalities since the bypass 
opened. These are closely followed by Church Lane access to Muston (10),  with customer traffic 
to the Muston Gap 'Gastro Pub', along with some through traffic towards Stenwith/Woolsthorpe 
and Belvoir Castle.  However there is no VAS location to accurately monitor that junction. 
 
5. This junction also has a significant history of collisions, predominately rear end shunts 
heading towards Grantham. Unlike the other junctions with high traffic numbers, and the other 
'Muston'  junction(9) the danger here is significantly increased because it has no Right Turn 
Holding Bay incorporated. Consequently, it seemingly suffers from distracted drivers unaware of 
vehicles waiting to turn right. The remaining 4 traffic junctions (3, 4, 5) carry less volume of traffic, 
but also raise their own concerns to some degree. 
 

 
       Fig.1 
 
6. There are notionally 3 pedestrian crossing points (2,  6, and 8), the most dangerous being 
number 8 where the footpath from Muston to Bottesford crosses the A52 with severely limited 
visibility from the Muston side of the road. Residents have reported being caught in the centre of 
the hatchings at this point by fast traffic from the West.  There are no warning signs, nor intent to 
install any, for the footpath crossing. Although not a unique aspect for pedestrians crossing single 

                                                 
1 https://roadtraffic.dft.gov.uk 
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carriageway A roads, there are precedents set for such warning signs on other similar Trunk 
Roads, in the East Midlands and further afield. 
 
7. Despite general improvements in road safety nationally in the past 30 years, aside from 
some periodic renewal of white lines, nothing has been done to the Bottesford bypass. Our 
junctions do not even have Double White Lines on the painted central turn lanes, a feature usually 
provided at similar junctions across the country. We are informed2 that within the next 2 - 3 years, 
funding permitting, we may be provided with the following improvements: 
 
  New warning signs on both approaches to the Nottingham Road junction, replacement warning 
signs on yellow backing boards at Barkestone Lane, & Belvoir Road. 
  The application of High Friction Surfacing (HFS) at Nottingham Road, Barkestone Lane, & 
Belvoir Road. 
  A new system of road-markings which include the application of double white lines which extend 
as far as reasonable on the approach to Nottingham Road, Barkestone Lane, Belvoir Road, Castle 
View Road and Grantham Road. 
  Red surface hatching in tapers at Nottingham Road, Barkestone Lane, Belvoir Road, Castle 
View Road, and Grantham Road.  
  Active studs.  Active Studs offers a brighter alternative to traditional retro reflective studs, 
improving safety by providing excellent day and night time luminance and can be hardwired or 
solar powered.  
  Basic Vehicle Activated Sign. Vehicle-activated signs (VASs) are an electronic sign which only 
become visible when approaching motor vehicles are exceeding a certain speed. The signs can 
display the speed limit, or they can warn drivers of an approaching hazard (e.g. a bend or 
junction).  
 
8. The Road Safety Committee does not believe these measures to be sufficient, given local 
knowledge and experience of this stretch of road. Quite bluntly, this amounts to little more than 
doing what should have been done 33 years ago, not reasonable safety improvements to a 
dangerous stretch of road.. There is no mention of the pedestrian crossing points nor of the 
junctions at Muston. The Church Lane (Muston Gap) junction which lacks any Right Turn provision 
for traffic approaching eastbound frequently experiences rear shunts or very near misses. This 
HGV took out the signs, rather than plough into a car waiting to turn right at that junction. Yet the 
email from National Highways stated  "Without a significant problem we could not justify a 
scheme to address the concerns based on congestion alone." What is 'Significant'? 
 

    
       Fig.2 
 
9. Any safety improvements must also include the junctions at Muston and the pedestrian 
crossing routes. In researching this matter, the committee have looked at the provision of junctions 
and pedestrian crossing points both along the A52 from Grantham to Nottingham and other 
National Highways routes such as the A 46 at Lincoln and A47 in Cambridgeshire/Norfolk. 
                                                 
2 email from NH to Parish Clerk, dated 1 November 2021 
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Recommendations 
 
10. The Parish Council should engage with all relevant parties, including but not limited to 
National Highways, Leicestershire County Council, Melton Borough Council and our MP Alicia 
Kearns, to seek road safety improvements beyond those currently indicated by National Highways. 
Where necessary, this engagement should include using social and mainstream media to make 
the case publicly. 
 
11. The Committee recognises the current state of public finances but feels most strongly that 
the current National Highways proposals fall significantly short of the safety measures required on 
this stretch of 'Forgotten Highway'. Specifically, with reference to the locations numbered in Fig. 1, 
the Committee recommends the following measures, in addition to the items proposed (at para 7) 
by National Highways in November 2021: 
   

a. 1 and 7, Nottingham Road and Grantham Road - existing 'painted islands' to be 
replaced with substantial raised islands including Lighting Stanchions, not just 
illuminated arrow bollards. Wide enough to allow a bus to hold in the middle. 
 

b. 4  - Belvoir Road - Due to the crossroads nature of the junction and the volume  of 
traffic making the North/South and South/North traverse, including public and school 
buses, an illuminated roundabout would be preferable and safest at this point. 
 

c. 5 - Castle View Road Easthorpe - Increased splay of the junction and removal of 
trees to improve visibility. Preferable to have right turn holding bay westbound. 
 

d. 6 and 8  - Pedestrian Crossing Points - Signage and illuminated Pedestrian Refuges 
on these significant crossing points. Location 6 is also a Bridleway so requires a 
refuge design suitable for horses. 
 

e.  9 - Muston Main St - To be included in the improvements to markings already 
proposed by National Highways. 
 

f. 10 -  Muston Church Lane - provision of a Right Turn lane with raised Island for 
traffic approaching from the west, including suitable lighting. 

 
12. Further to the above, Leicestershire County Highways should work with National Highways 
to improve compliance regarding the restrictions on Barkestone Lane (3) as an entry/exit for 
Bottesford. The footpath identified as (2) is an unpublished and undeveloped part of the Sustrans 
network along the old railway line. 
 
13. The Committee would finally recommend that National Highways be asked to examine in 
detail the implications of reducing the Speed Limit from 60 mph to 50mph on this section of road. 
Simplistically, reducing the limit has the potential for increasing journey times by 40 seconds; 
realistically, given the number of HGVs using the road, the Committee feels that the actual 
increase would be far less. However, the psychological effect of a 50mph limit on drivers, in 
conjunction with the signage and marking already proposed by National Highways, could have a 
significant improvement in safety, both for vehicles at the junctions and for pedestrians crossing 
the road. 
 
 
 
Bernard Carey 
Chair 
Road Safety Advisory Committee 
28 March 2022 


